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This invention relates to a clip of the type 
to be used for engaging the ear or as a dress 
clip for articles of clothing; and has for One 
of its objects the provision of a clip which will 

5 when used on the ear be more comfortable and yet will not slip and fall from the ear. 
Another object of the invention is the pro 

vision of a long spring action for moving the 
gripping jaws together, which will tend to have 
a softer grip on the ear and a more even ten sion throughout the working range of the Spread 
of the jaWS. 
Another object of the invention is the pro 

vision of a resilient aim which may have its 
is resilience distributed along its length. 

Another object of the invention is the provisioia. 
of a construction by which the leverage inay be 
readily changed to vary tine amount of tension 
desired. 
A further object of the invention is the pro 

vision of a clip having a folded arm for apply 
ing spring tension, the fold of Winich may be 
nicely adjusted to vary the pressure or tension. 
With these and other objects in view the in 

as vention consists of certain novel, features of 
construction, as will be more fully described, 
and particularly pointed out in the appended 
claim.S. 
In the drawing: 
Fig. 1 is a perspective view of our clip made 

up as a finding and secured to an ornamental plate; 
Fig. 2 is a side elevation thereof in ciosed 

position; 
Fig. 3 is a side elevation thereof showing the 

jaws in open position; 
Fig. 4 is a perspective view of the doubled 

back jaw which provides the resilience; 
Fig. 5 is a perspective view looking at the 

4 other end of this jaw; 
Fig. 6 is a perspective view of the mounting 

member which acts as a connector between the 
jaw of Figs. 4 and 5, and the ornament which 
acts as the other jaw; 

Fig. 7 is a side elevation of a modified form 
of clip, illustrating the ornament mounting 
member which we have just Spoken of as of a 
construction which in itself acts as a law rather 
than the ornamental member to which it is 

50 attached; . 
Fig. 8 is an end view of the back of the struc 

ture shown in Fig. 7; 
Fig. 9 is a side elevation of another form of 

structure along the lines of Figs. and 8; 
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Fig. 10 is a diagrammatic view illustrating the 
leverage action of the parts; 

Fig. 11 is a side elevation of the device used 
as a dress clip with Spurs formed on one of the 
aWS 
Fig. 12 is a Sectional view of a modified form 

of clip constructed with spurs for use as a dress clip; 
Fig. 3 is a sectional view illustrating a dif 

ferent modified form of clip also provided with 
Spurs for use as a direSS clip. 

Cips are used for nouating ornaments on 
dresses and other articles of clothing and also 
for mounting ornaments on the ears to take the 
place of the so-called earrings or earyires; and 
in this latter uS2 it is desiraole that, here be 
Such an action of the parts as not to cause dis 
confort of the 823 and yet such a structure as 
Will firrally grip the ea; and raintain the orna 
inent in place; and in order that this may be 
accomplished, we have provided a clip inaving 
a long Spring airn to give a Soft and yet constant 
pressure for moving the jaws together, and 
which may be readily adjusted as, to tension; 
and We have also So shaped this spring that its 
resilience may be distributed along its length 
for better action in movement of the jaws to 
gether; and the following is a more detailed 
description of the present embodiment of this 
invention illustrating the preferred means by 
which these advantageous results may be ac complished:- 
With reference to the drawing, 15 designates 

generally one of the jaw members of the clasp, 
which is formed of sheet stock doubled upon 
itself, as at 16, to provide arms 17 and 18. The 
Width of this jaw is greater at the fold 16 than 
at the free ends of the arms 17 and 18, and by 
reason of this arrangement there is obtained a 
better Support at the fold and a distribution of 
flexing along the entire length of the jaw for 
more easy action, particularly in cases where it 
is to be used for gripping the lobes of the ears. 
At the free end of the arm 18 of this jaw 15, 

We have provided a pair of ears 19 having open 
ings 20, and have mounted in these ears a mem 
ber 21 provided with trunnions 22 to extend into 
the openings 20. This member 21 is bent into 
Somewhat of a U-shape providing a spanning 
shank 23 with arms 24 and 25 extending there 
from. The arm 24 is disposed at Substantially 
an acute angle with reference to the spanning 
shank 23 and provides a Smooth curve or knee 
26, and the relation of these parts is such that 
the arm 24 extends towards the arm 17 of the 
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jaw 15 and engages it to force it against its 
inherent tendency to lie close to its companion 
arm 18 away therefrom and thus the arm 17 
exerts a pressure upon the knee 26 tending to 
move it about the pivots 20-22. 
The arm 25 is used for mounting an ornament 

plate 27 which is soldered to the arm 25, and 
this ornament serves as another jaw for con 
tact with the jaw 15 at a point 28 adjacent 
its fold, thus the pressure on the knee 26, as 
illustrated in Fig. 2, or in Fig. 10, tends to Swing 
the ornament which acts as a jaw to cause the 
jaws to engage when in susbtantially closed 
position. The jaw 15 is curved to provide a 
receiving space between its contact end and 
hinge pivot. 
The angular relation of the arm 24 and 

spanning shank 23 is such that after the jaws 
are swung open about the pivot to a certain 
extent, this spring arm 17 will slide over the 
knee 26 and act upon the Spanning Shank 23 
and tend to Swing the jaWS further apart until 
they reach a substantially right angular rela 
tion when the arm 17 will extend along the 
surface of the spanning shank 23 and there 
maintain the jaws in Open position. 

It will, of course, be understood that this 
pivoting relation may be reversed by the inter 
changing of the trunnion and ear portions, or 
other means may be provided for Setting up this 
pivotal relation. Also, it will be understood that 
the member 21 may be formed with its part 
25 of sufficient length to provide a jaw, and in 
Fig. 7 we have illustrated an arm 30 as of Suffi 
cient length to act as a jaw instead of the orna 
ment serving this purpose. This arm 30, how 
ever, in this case, itself, mounts an ornament 31, 
such as a pearl or imitation gem when the struc 
ture is to be used as an ear clip. In this case, 
however, the spanning shank 32 will be of a 
greate; length due to the bulging 33 of the 
portion 30 in this construction. 
In Fig. 9, we have illustrated a more orna 

mental type of ear jewel constructed similarly 
to Fig. 7, except that the Spanning Shank 34 is 
curved and the arm 35 is of a different shape 
and a different ornament 36 is mounted therein, 
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and it is also provided with an ear loop 37 for 
a drop 38. In Fig. 11, the jaw 39 is provided 
With spurs 40 to co-act with the Ornament 27 
mounted upon the member 21 for use as a dreSS 
clip. 

Figs. 12 and 13 also illustrate the clip as 
having spurs along its jaws for use as a dress 
clip; Fig. 13 showing spurs on both the opposite 
jaws at 41 and 42. In these showings in Figs. 
12 and 13, we have pivoted the jaws 43 and 44 
which cooperate with the folded jaWS 45 and 46 
at points 47 and 48 inwardly from their ends 
49 and 50, so that the ends of these jaws are 
engaged by the spring to Swing them about the 
pivot and move the main or spur-carrying por 
tion of the jaw in the opposite direction around 
the pivot. With reference to Figure 12, the 
arrangement action is substantially the same as 
in the foregoing figures. The jaw portion 43 
which extends along the jaw 45 is secured at 
the pivot 47 rather than this portion being Se 
cured at the point of Spring pressure and then 
doubled back upon itself to cause the spring to 
move it in the same direction and toward the 
spring jaw. 

Also, there is a different relation of the exten 
sion of the ornament carrying jaws 43 and 44 
in Figures 12 and 13. In Figure 12, the Orna 

ment-carrying portion 43 extends over the por 
tion of the Spring jaw to which it is pivoted as in 
the previous figure, while in Figure 13 the orna 
ment-carrying portion 44 extends over the op 
posite part 51 of the spring jaw rather than 80 
over the portion 42 in which it is pivoted. In 
each instance, however, we have the same fold 
able Spring jaw throughout. 

If we desire to adjust the tension on the 
Spring, We may Squeeze or Spread the fold 16 85 
Which is a very simple matter, and may be done 
quickly so that the desired tension may be ob 
tained; or if we desire to change the pressure 
applied in a different manner, we may change 
the length of the arm such as 24, in the show- 90 
ings in Figures 1 to il, also illustrated at 41 in 
Figure 10, which will change the effective lever 
age a between the arrows. in Figure 10, thereby 
changing the resultant pressure which the 
Spring Will apply towards turning the parts 95 
about their pivot, or the width or thickness or 
temper of the Stock may be changed to adjust 
this tension. Thus if we should want a lighter 
preSSure for very Sensitive ears, we may form 
the arm 24 of a shorter length, or if we wish a 100 
greater preSSure We may lengthen this arm so 
that its leverage about the pivot will be in 
creased and the jaws more firmly held in the 
desired position. The corresponding parts 49 
and 50 may also be changed as to length, in 105 
Figure 12 and Figure 13. 
The foregoing description is directed solely to 

Wards the construction illustrated, but we de 
Sile it to be understood that We reserve the 
privilege of resorting to all the mechanical 10 
changes to which the device is susceptible, the 
invention being defined and limited only by 
the terms of the appended claims. 
We claim: 
1. A clip comprising a pair of hingedly related 115 

jaWS, one jaw being doubled upon itself and 
pivoted to the other jaw at the opposite end 
from Said fold. 

2. A clip Comprising a pair of hingedly related 
jaws, one jaw being pivoted at its end to the i20 
other jaw and doubled to provide relatively re 
silient portions and engaging the other jaw for 
exerting a resilient tension against it to swing 
it about its hinge. 

3. In a clip, a pair of jaws, one jaw com- 125 
prising a strip of stock doubled upon itself, 
and the other jaw pivoted to the end of one 
of Said doubled portions and extending into en 
gagement with the other doubled portion to en 
gage therewith at a location tending to swing 130 
Said jaws about their pivot when in closed po 
Sition. 

4. A clip comprising a pair of jaws, one jaw 
being doubled upon itself providing a pair of 
arms, the other jaw being pivoted to the end 135 
of One of said arms at the opposite end from 
Said fold and engaging the other arm to be 
SWung about the said pivot. 

5. In a clip, a pair of jaws, one jaw com 
prising a strip of stock doubled upon itself, and 140 
the other jaw pivoted to the end of one of 
Said doubled portions and extending into en 
gagement with the other doubled portion to en 
gage therewith at a location tending to swing 
said jaws about their pivot when in closed 145 
position, Said point of engagement shifting and 
tending to Swing said jaws in the opposite di 
rection after their relative movement has caused 
their point of contact to have passed a certain 
point. 150 
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6. In a clip, a pair of jaws, one jaw compris 

ing a strip of stock doubled upon itself, and the 
other jaw pivoted to the end of one of said 
doubled portions and extending into engagement 
with the other doubled portion to engage there 
with at a location tending to swing said jaws 
about their pivot when in closed position, said 
point of engagement shifting and tending to 
SWing said jaws in the opposite direction after 
their relative movement has caused their point 
of contact to have passed a certain point, there 
being a point of dead center where the pressure 
of the Spring is in line with the pivot and there. 
is no tendency for movement of the jaws in 
either direction about the pivot. 

7. A clip, comprising a pair of hingedly related 
jaws, one jaw being doubled outwardly upon 
itself away from the other jaw and engaging a 
portion rigid With the other jaw for exerting a 
resilient tension against it. 

8. A clip comprising a pair of hingedly related 
jaWS, one jaw being doubled outwardly upon 
itself away from the other jaw and engaging a 
portion rigid with the other jaw for exerting a 
resilient tension against it, said engagement 
being located. On the opposite side of the pivot 
from the free end of said jaws to tend to swing 
said jaws about their pivot toward each other 
at their free ends when the jaws are in closed position. 

9. A clip comprising a pair of hingedly re 
lated jaws, one jaw being doubled outwardly 
upon itself away from the other jaw and engag 
ing a portion rigid with the other jaw for exert 
ing a resilient tension against it, said engage 
ment being located on the opposite side of the 
pivot from the free end of said jaws to tend to 
Swing said jaws about their pivot toward each 
other at their free ends when the jaws are in 
closed position, said point of engagement shift 
ing to the Opposite side of the point and tending 
to Swing Said jaWS in the opposite direction after 
their relative movement has passed a certain point. 

10. A clip comprising a pair of hingedly re 
lated jaws, one jaw being doubled outwardly 
upon itself away from the other jaw and engag 
ing a portion rigid with the other jaw for 
exerting a resilient tension against it, said en 
gagement being located. On the opposite side of the 
pivot from the free end of said jaws to tend to 
Swing said jaws about their pivot toward each 
other at their free ends when the jaws are in 
closed position, Said point of engagement Shift 
ing to the opposite side of the point and tending 
to Swing said jaws in the opposite direction after 

3 
their relative movement has passed a certain 
point, there being a point of dead center where 
the pressure of the spring is in line with the 
pivot with no tendency for movement of the jaws 
in either direction about the pivot. 

11. In a clip, a pair of jaws, one jaw compris 
ing a strip of stock doubled upon itself pro 
viding two portions resiliently connected to 
gether at the fold, the other jaw pivoted to the 
free end of one of Said portions and extending 
toward and into engagement with the other of 
said portions, and then extending about the 
pivot and over the portion to which it is pivoted 
to grip the material to be clipped between it 
and the portion of the folded jaw upon which 
the same is pivotally mounted. 

12. In a clip, a pair of jaWS, One of the jaWS 
comprising a strip of resilient stock doubled upon 
itself, the other jaw pivoted to the end of one 
of said doubled portions and extending to pro 
vide a knee in contact with the other of the 
doubled portions out of line With Said pivot and 
then extending over the first portion to which it 
is pivoted, there being resilience between the 
portions of the doubled jaw so that pressure 
when applied to said knee tends to move the 
jaws about their pivoting toward each other 
When in closed position. 

13. In a clip, a pair of jaws, one of the jaws 
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comprising a strip of resilient stock doubled 105 
upon itself, the other jaw pivoted to the end of 
One of Said doubled portions and extending to 
provide a knee in contact with the other of the 
doubled portions out of line with said pivot and 
then extending over the first portion to which 
it is pivoted, there being resilience between the 
portions of the doubled jaw so that pressure 
when applied to said knee tends to move the 
jaws about their pivoting toward each other 
when in closed position, said knee comprising 
generally angularly related parts such that after 
the jaws are opened to a certain extent, the 
spring will contact with a point on the other 
side of the line of said pivot to swing the jaws Open. 

14. In a clip, a pair of jaws, One of the jaws 
comprising a strip of stock doubled upon itself, 
and exerting by reason of the fold in the stock 
a resilient action. On the other of the jaws, said 
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folded jaw being broader at the fold than at its 125 
free ends, whereby to distribute the resilience 
thereof along the jaw and stiffen the resilient 
action at the fold. 
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